More video news to strengthen your research reports!
Now at nexis.com from NewsLook® Videos

Seeing is believing, and now you can add depth to reports, management updates, department pages, etc., by adding video news reports from your research results with NewsLook Videos, now available in your nexis.com® subscription.

Issues TV, LLC is the curator of professionally produced online news videos from more than 40 licensed video sources that cover world and national news. Get news videos from prestigious organizations such as:

- The Associated Press®
- Reuters®
- Agence France Presse
- Australian Broadcasting Corporation
- CBC News
- Xinhua News Agency

In addition to world and national news coverage, the NewsLook Video source also provides timely updates for industries such as finance, health, science & technology, entertainment and more. NewsLook Videos are not available via The Factiva® or Dialog® services. You can also combine this source to maximize your research, e.g., combine Newstex® and NewsLook videos sources to cover more in one search.

Research Basics for NewsLook Videos

**COVERAGE:** From September 01, 2009, through current

**UPDATES:** Occur daily, Monday through Sunday
(‘Videos are added to nexis.com the same day they are received.)

Each video includes a short description of the video content. That’s what you search. And because the descriptions are short, consider searching broadly. For example:

**SOURCE:** NewsLook Videos

**SEARCH:** multiple sclerosis

In addition to searching the text of the videos descriptions, you can also use familiar nexis.com sections (segments) in your search, for example, a date restriction or:

**SOURCE:** NewsLook Videos

**SEARCH:** HEADLINE(netanyahu)

**SOURCE:** NewsLook Videos

**SEARCH:** PUBLICATION(reuters) AND syria*

Also use LexisNexis SmartIndexing Technology™ indexing terms to find videos on broad topics like industry reports. For example:

**SOURCE:** NewsLook Videos

**SEARCH:** SUBJECT(interest rates)

Or **SEARCH:** SUBJECT(textile)

Your full-text search research includes the description plus an image link to the video. Click the video and a new window opens and displays the video. (See graphic below.) Videos can be displayed at full screen, too.

When you are done viewing the video, close the window.

You can request LexisNexis® Alert updates on your search. Just click the Create Alert link as you review your research results.

**Care to share?**

Use the Copy Document link to embed a NewsLook document—and video link—in reports to colleagues, department updates, reference pages, etc. It’s simple. Click the icon (in your delivery icon bar). Just follow the screen instructions. You can paste the URL (and edit it as well).